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                Life on the Mississippi

                
 by   Mark Twain 
Life on the Mississippi is an autobiographical work of Mark Twain, remembering his days as a steamboat pilot in the river of Mississippi during 1880s. Not only this book has made Mark Twain as a serious writer, but also inspired him to write one of his most popular novel Adventures of Huckleberry Finn.

This book is spanned around Mark Twain’s bo..
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                Roughing It

                
 by   Mark Twain 
Roughing it can be called more appropriately as The Adventures of Mark Twain. This book has unearthed the Voyages writer inside the fictional & Humor novelist Mark Twain.

Before settling his career as a novelist, Mark Twain has travelled all around the American Western cities for multifaceted jobs including as reporter, lecturer and gold pro..
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                Utopia

                
 by   Saint Thomas More 
Utopia, Written by Thomas more is recommended as most essential read along with “The Prince”, by Niccolo Machiavelli.

Utopia is a philosophical work primarily concerned to guide the rulers which in effectively creates a better human society with ideal customs. The book is narrated in such a way that Utopia is a fictional Island where, ideal guid..
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                Pride and Prejudice

                
 by   Jane Austen 
The story of a father who neglects his responsibilities as the head of the family, a mother who thinks finding the bridegrooms for their daughters is the only goal in her life.

Pride and Prejudice written by Jane Austen is narrated in the point of view of the key character of Elizabeth Bennet, the second of the five daughters.

Elizabeth’s cou..
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                Alice Adventures in Wonderland

                
 by   Lewis Carroll 
Alice falls down to a Wonderland where no boundary for rules, eating or drinking something can make you grow or shrink your size phenomenally, exaggerated trials for tart thefts. In-spite of this odds she has to find her way back to home by solving many word games and riddles.

Believed to have been published as a classic literature, this story w..
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                Doing and Daring

                
 by   Eleanor Stredder 
An adventure packed action story written by Eleanor Stredder. A deep fellow-feeling for his wild, high-spirited guide was growing in Edwin's mind as they rode onward. Nga-Hepé glanced over his shoulder more than once to satisfy himself as to the effect the Maori's warning had had upon his young companion.

Edwin returned the hasty inspection with..
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                My Friend Annabel Lee

                
 by   Mary MacLane 
This is an autobiographical work by a controversial American writer of Canadian origin. Unlike her bestselling first memoirs, consecutive writing was not popular.

She was very popular among her times of writers’ world. She has openly declared as bisexual and compared herself to another author named Marie Bashkirtseff with similar controversies...
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                The Quaint Companions

                
 by   Leonard Merrick 
The Quaint Companions is authored by Leonard Merrick. Though he is not popular among the contemporary reading world, he was best remembered as the “novelist’s novelist” by the then peers of him.

The Quaint Companions is about the tragedy of racial miscegenation. It is, perhaps, the most sympathetic and understanding novel, in its intimate everyd..
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